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Abstract: In this paper, the new direction of proof of Gold Bach conjecture
“every even number n greater than 2 can be expressed as a sum of two primes”
has been forwarded with the help of some graph theoretic concept which seems
to be very easy. This new direction gives the application graph theory in prov-
ing the conjectural problem Gold Bach conjecture of number theory. Some
theoretical results have also been focused.
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1. Introduction

We generally consider the number theory as branch of pure mathematics and
graph theory as a branch of an applied due it’s application in different fields.
It has been found that the partition functions give some idea of graphical par-
titions of even numbers. But, no one new finding has been found for deep
relationship between numbers and graphs. The present article has been consid-
ered to know the current trends of graph theory with number theory, which is
assumed to be a new trends. We know that the Number Theory plays a very
important role in the branch of Pure Mathematics. It has been occupying a
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field of so many conjectural problems or some conjectural statements since the
discovery of number theory. It can be considered as a never ending theory as
and when any one problem of number theory, of course conjectural problem,
is solved, immediately there may exist another new problem, which is also as-
sumed to be conjectural. There are so many theorems /results relating to prime
numbers, quite a few of them are fundamental theorem of arithmetic, Fermat’s
little theorem, Wilson’s theorem, perfect number conjectures, prime number
theorem, Goldbach conjecture, Twin prime conjectures etc. It has been found
that 2p−1(2p-1) is a perfect number, where 2p-1 is a prime for any prime p.
It has also been found that there is no general formula to know the consecu-
tive primes ≥13. The formula m2 –m +41 gave forty primes for 1≤ m≤ 40
[1], but they were not consecutive. Again, another formula m2-79m +1601 has
been found [2] which gives 79 primes for 1≤ m ≤ 79, but it fails for m=80. A
direction of proof of Goldbach conjecture has been forwarded by Kalita [3] in
2000. Thereafter, a theoretical proof of Goldbah conjecture has been forwarded
by Kalita [4] in 2006 in opposite direction. That is, every sum of two primes
gives all even numbers. Alex Vand etal [5] showed that the Goldbach conjec-
ture is true for all the even numbers from 2 to 1018 with a comment after the
publication of proof of Goldbach conjecture forwarded by Kalita. A theorem
relating to the existence of consecutive primes ≥ 13 has also been forwarded
by Kalita. Two new conjectures have also been proposed for existence and
non- existence of perfect numbers. He considered all the even numbers by two
sets such that {4n+10 / n ≥ 4}and {4n+12 / n ≥ 4}, whose union gives all
even numbers ≥26. Some additional properties of the sets {4n+10/n≥4}and
{4n+12/n≥4}have also been discussed by Kalita [6] in 2009. The theoretical
explanations relating to pentagonal numbers, partition of numbers, graphical
partition and perfect numbers have been discussed from the two sets of even
numbers {4n+10 / n ≥ 4 }and {4n+12 / n ≥ 4 }. Some properties of even num-
bers with various properties of graphs have also been discussed by Kalita.etal
[7] in 2009. An algorithm has also been forwarded to know the various forms
/structures of graphs relating to the even numbers 2n+4, 4n+4, (n+1) (n+2)
and 6n+2 for n ≥1.

In this paper, the proof of Goldbach conjecture “Every even number n >2
can be expressed as a sum of two primes” has been forwarded with the help
of some graph theoretic concept. This will give a new direction of application
of graph theory for the proof of long standing Gold Bach conjecture. Various
properties of graph relating to the prime numbers have also been focused.

The paper is organized as follows: We just have focused some previous works
of number theory and a few works of graph theory in section1.0. In section 2.0,
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we consider some known definition of graph and use some terminology relating
to graph. Some new definitions are considered in this section. Some theorems
are established in section 3.0. Section 4.0 is included for the proof of Goldbach
conjecture. The conclusion is included in section 5.0.

2. Definition and Terminology

Before going to forward the proof of Goldbach conjecture, statement of which is
known as every even number n larger than 2 can be expressed as a sum of two
primes, we remind some definitions of graph (not all of course) and consider
some terminologies. Thereafter, we shall supply Some new definitions, which
will help in proving the Goldbach conjecture.

2.1. Graph A graph G (V,E) consists of a finite non-empty set V (called
set of vertices) together with a set E (called the set of edges) of unordered pair
of distinct points of V. The graph of four vertices and five edges is shown in
figure-1.

Figure 1

Here, for the edge say e2 = (v1,v2), the vertices v1 and v2 are called end
vertices of the edge e2. Again the edge e2 is called incident with v1 and v2.

2.2. Degree of a Vertex The number of edges incident with the vertex
with self loop counted twice is called the degree of that vertex. A vertex of a
graph is called a pendent vertex if the degree of the vertex is one.

Note 1. The graph of figure -1 has no self loop and parallel edges. We
only shall consider the graph having only self loops but not parallel edges, as
our discussion does not have any effect in case of graph with parallel edges.
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2.3. Complete Graph. A graph G (V,E) is called complete if there is
an edge between every pair of vertices. The complete graph of n vertices is
denoted by Kn and it has n(n-1)/2 number of edges.

Definitions 2.4. Prime Vertex and Even Edge Weighted Graph
(PVEEWG): Let G (V,E) be a graph having at least one self loop without
parallel edges. For the graph G (V,E) we consider the set of vertices V= {V1,
V2, V3, . . . Vn }and the set of edges E= {E1, E2, E3,. . . En}. Let P1 <P2<P3

<P4 . . .<Pn for n ≥5 be consecutive primes ≥ 13. Now attaching these primes
P1 <P2<P3 <P4 . . . ..<Pn for n ≥5 with the vertices V1, V2, V3, . . . .Vn of the
graph G which are now called prime weight (PW) of the vertices and considering
weights W1, W2, W3, . . . ..Wn for the edges E1, E2, E3 . . . En ,where the weights
W1, W2, W3 ,. . . ..Wn are obtained as a sum of any two prime weights Pi +
Pj of attached vertices and considering the self loop, if exists in the graph as
sum of the same prime weight of the attached vertex, we can construct a new
graph with prime vertex set VatP and the weighted edges set EsoP and this
graph, thus obtained is called a prime vertex and even edge weighted graph of
the graph G(V,E) and it is denoted by the graph PVEEWG (V atP ,EsoP).
[ The notation of the graph PVEEWG (V atP ,EsoP) includes prime weights
for the vertices [means prime numbers] and the even edge weights of the edges
are always even number]. The following graph (figure-2) is a prime vertex and
even edge weighted graph PVEEWG (VatP, EsoP) for the five primes 13 <17
<19 <23 <29. For this graph VatP ={13,17,19,23,29}and EsoP ={W1 =30, W2

= 34, W3 =36, W4 =40, W5 =42 ,W6 =42, W7 =52}and the original graph
(Figure-2) has one self loop and this gives an edge of weight W2 =34.

Figure 2
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Note 2. When we get the graph PVEEWG (V atP,EsoP) we do not
take or do not consider this graph as a label graph though it seems to be label
graph. We only to use this graph for the proof of Gold Bach conjecture which
will be discussed later, but not for all other properties of label graph.

Note 3. The self loop indicate the sum of same prime weight. The sum
of prime weight 17+17 equal 34 and this is a self loop of weight 34 (figure-2
above).

Note 4. We do not consider the properties of label graph such as the
number of simple labeled graphs of n vertices is 2n(n−1)/2 as our graph is not
simple which contains at least one self loop.

Note 5. One can construct the graph PVEEWG (V atP,EsoP) for the
primes P1 ≤ P2 ≤P3 ≤. . . .≤Pn for the same graph changing the attach-
ment of prime weights with the vertices V1, V2, V3, . . . Vn with the primes.
The changed pattern of the attachment of prime weights are as follows:

V1 → P1, V2 → P2,. . . .Vn →Pn,
V1 →P2, V2 →P3. . . Vn →P1,
V1 →P3, V2 →P4. . . .Vn →P2, . . . V1 →Pn,V2 →Pn+1,. . . Vn →P1. These

graphs also gives the different types of graph PVEEWG (V atP ,EsoP) with
different weights as defined above.

Note 6. In the graph PVEEWG (V atP,EsoP) same weighted edges may
exist more than once. But they will be considered as different edges.

Properties 1. The even edge weights of the graphPVEEWG (V atP,EsoP)
always represent

the even number.

2. The prime vertices of the graph PVEEWG (V atP,EsoP) always rep-
resent the

attachment of prime numbers with the vertices of the graph.

3. The number of vertices and edges of the graph PVEEWG (V atP,EsoP)
is equal

to the number of vertices and edges of the original graph.

2.5. BK’S Special Type Prime Vertex and Even Edge Weighted
graph (BKSTPVEEWG): Let G(V,E) be a graph with self loops and pen-
dent vertices. Then the graph PVEEWG (V atP ,EsoP) obtained from the
graph G (V,E) is called the BK’S Special Type Prime Vertex and Even
Edge Weighted graph (BKSTPVEEWG) [Bichitra Kalita’s special type
prime vertex and even edge weighted graph ] for the primes P1 <P2 <P3 <P4
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<P5 . . .<Pn for n≥5 consecutive primes where there are attachment of some
prime weights with the pendent vertices of the graph many times, satisfying
the following conditions:

i) It must have n-2 self loops for n ≥5 consecutive primes, which means that
there are n-2 weighted edges which are obtained from the sum of same prime
weight.

ii) The degrees of the vertices of the graph BKSTPVEEWG are always
expressed as an n-tupple forms such that (n-1,n+1,n,n-1,n-4),(n-1,n+1,n,n-1,n-
2,n-5),(n-1,n+1,n,n-1,n-2,n-3,n-6),. . . for simultaneous changes of n≥5 for the
primes P1 <P2 <P3 <P4... <Pn.

iii) There are N-(n-1) number of pendent vertices where N is the number
of vertices of the graph obtained after the attachment of prime vertices and
this is equal with the vertex set V of the graph. This graph is denoted by the
graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP), where VatP is the set of vertices, which
are same with the original graph after attachment of some prime vertices many
times with some vertices of the graph and there are 5i+6 number of vertices
for i ≥1 for simultaneous changes of n≥5 and EsoP is the set of even weighted
edges as defined in graph PVEEWG (V atP, EsoP) above [2.4]

The Figure-3 is a graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP), for the primes 13,
17, 19, 23 and 29.

Figure 3

Here (i) the number of self loop is n-2=5-2=3, which gives three even
weighted edges 34,38 and 46 .[ figure 3-above]

(ii) The degrees of the vertices are 5-tupple form for n=5.
That is (n-1, n+1,n, n-1, n-4) = (4,6,5,4,1), which means that there are two

vertices of degree four, one vertex of degree six, one vertex of degree five and
seven vertex of degree one.

(iii) There are N-(n-1) = 11-(5-1) =7 number of pendent vertices, and
VatP ={13,17,19,23,29,19,23,29,23,29,29} and EsoP ={30,32,34,36,36,38,40,
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42,42,46,46,48,52}

2.6. Complete Prime Vertex and Even edge weighted Graph: A
graph PVEEWG (V atP ,EsoP) is called a complete prime vertex and even
edge weighted graph if it is obtained from a complete graph G(V,E). It is
denoted by the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ). According to the definition
of complete graph of n vertices there are n(n-1)/2 number of edges, which is the
known result of graph theory. Hence, in the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP

), there are also n(n-1)/2 number of even weighted edges (even numbers). The
figure-4 [discussed later] is a complete prime vertex even edge weighted graph.

3. Theorems and Results

The following theorems are important for the proof of Golbach conjecture.

Theorem 3.1. Let P1 <P2 <P3 <P4. . .<Pn be consecutive primes ≥ 13
and n ≥ 5. Then there exist a graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for every
complete graph G(V,E) and there are n(n-1)/2 number of even weighted edges.

Proof. We supply the proof of the theorem considering some complete
prime vertex and even weighted edges graphs. Let n=5. Hence there are five
consecutive primes 13 <17 <19 <23 <29. Now we can construct a graph
CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) with five prime vertices attaching prime numbers
13,17,19,23 and 29 with the vertices of the complete graph as defined in section
2.6 which is shown in figure-4 and there are n(n-1)/2 =10 even weighted edges
and this is true from graph theory (From definition of complete graph). These
even weighted edges are w1 = 30, w2 =32, w3 = 36, w4 = 36, w5 = 40,
w6 = 42, w7 = 42, w8 = 46, w9 = 48, w10 = 52.

Again if we suppose n=6 and then we have six consecutive prime num-
bers 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31 and we can construct another graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP) with six prime vertices as discussed above and there are n(n-
1)/2=15 even weighted edges and these weighted edges are w1 = 30, w2 = 32,
w3 = 36, w4 = 42, w5 = 44, w6 = 48, w7 = 46, w8 = 40, w9 = 36, w10 = 50,
w11 = 48, w12 = 42, w13 = 54, w14 = 52 and w15 = 60.

Continuing the process of construction of a graphCPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP)
with n prime vertices attaching all the consecutive primes P 1 <P2 <P3 <P4

<P5 . . .<Pn with the vertices of the complete graph G(V,E) of n vertices and
connecting every pair of vertices by the even weighted edges, as defined for
the graph PVEEWG (V atP, EsoP), we have there are n(n-1)/2 number of
even weighted edges, which is true from graph theory as a complete graph
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Figure 4

of n vertices always has n(n-1)/2 edges. Hence there always exist a graph
CPVEEWG (VatP, EsoP) for every complete graph of n vertices. The ex-
istence of the graph CPVEEWG (VatP, EsoP ) for n≥5 consecutives prime
vertices from the complete graph G(V,E) of n vertices and n(n-1)/2 number of
edges can also be shown from the following graph of CPVEEWG [ figure-5]
of the graph CPVEEWG (VatP, EsoP ). For the graph of CPVEEWG
(VatP, EsoP), x-axis represents the consecutive prime vertices and the values
y-axis represents the even weighted edges = even numbers.

Figure 5
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Hence from the graph of figure-5 it is cleared that the existence of even
weighted edges =even numbers increases to infinity when the number of prime
vertices increases to infinity.The above graph [figure-5] gives only the existence
of 10,15,21,28,36,45,55,66,78 and 91 even numbers =even weighted edges for
ten consecutive prime numbers separately. Hence from the graph above also
we can have that there always exist a graph CPVEEWG (VatP, EsoP ) for
n≥5 consecutive prime vertices for the complete graph G(V,E) of n vertices and
there are n(n-1)/2 number of even weighted edges.

Hence the proof.

Remark 1. From the above theorem 3.1 we have all the even numbers n
(n-1)/2 for n ≥5, which are the even weighted edges of the graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP ) and they are actually obtained as a sum of two prime weights that
is sum of two prime numbers of attached vertices of the complete graph. Hence
we can comment that there are infinite number of even numbers which are the
even weighted edges of the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) when n tends to
infinity. Hence, when the number of vertices tend to infinity for the complete
graph then the number of even weighted edges of the graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP ) also tend to infinity, which means that there exist infinite number
of even numbers which are obtained as a sum of two primes. But, we have one
interesting open question for existence of consecutive even weighted edges =even
numbers which is discussed below

Open Question. Is the even weighted edges n(n-1)/2 of the graph CPVE
EWG (VatP,EsoP ) are consecutive? No. If they are consecutive, then our
search for proof of Goldbach conjecture is finished here. But, they do not
give consecutive even weighted edges. For example, if we consider the graph
CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) for n=5 consecutive primes 13 <17 <19 <23 <29
[Figfure-4 above] then we have ten even weighted edges or ten even numbers
w1 = 30, w2 =32, w3 = 36, w4 = 36, w5 = 40, w6 = 42, w7 = 42, w8 = 46,
w9 = 48, w10 = 52. But they are not consecutive as the even numbers 34, 38,
44. 50 are not found from the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ). Hence we
must search the even weighted edges =even numbers which are not obtained
from the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) and they will form a set EEWE
(exceptional even weighted edges=even numbers) whose explanation is
discussed in REMARK2.

Remark 2. (Exceptional Even Weighted Edge) The even weighted edges
which lie in the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP), but does not lie in the
graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ), due to which the number of edges n(n-
1)/2 of the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) does not form the set of all
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consecutive even weighted edges =even numbers are called exceptional even
weighted edges, and the set of exceptional even weighted edges is denoted by
EEWE.

Exception. The exceptional edges are not defined in graph theory, but,
we shall consider exceptional even weighted edges only for the proof of Gold
Bach conjecture. Hence this is the exception here.

Theorem 3.2 The elements the set EEWE can be obtained from the graph
BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) which are not found from the theorem3.1.

Proof. The theorem 3.1 clearly explains that one can construct a graph
CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) from a complete graph G(V,E) of n vertices with
the consecutive prime vertices P1 <P2 <P3 <P4 . . .<Pn for n≥5 primes
≥13 with n(n-1)/2 number of even weighted edges. Besides, it is known that
there are n(n-1)/2 number of even weighted edges but they are not consecutive.
The even weighted edges which are obtained from the graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP ) for n=5 consecutive prime vertices are 30, 32, 36, 36, 40, 42,
42, 46, 48, 52.[discussed above]. But the exceptional even weighted edges
34,38,44,50 are not found here due to which the set of edges of the graph
CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) does not form the consecutive even weighted
edges= consecutive even numbers. Therefore, we now proceeds to find out
the set EEWE={34,38,44,50}from the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP).
Let us consider the different values of n ≥ 6 consecutive primes and let us now
construct a graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for the prime vertices P 1

<P2 <P3 <P4 <P5 <P6, that is for the prime vertices 13,17,19,23,29,31.(n=6)
in which the elements of the set EEWE exist which are found from the following
figure -6

Figure 6

The graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) of Figure-6 above gives 19 even
weighted edges which means that there are 19 even weighted edges with four
repeated even weights and they are 30,32,34, 36,36, 38,40, 42,42, 44, 46,46 ,
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48,48, 50,52,54, 58 and 60. The even weighted edges 34, 38, 44 and 50 [even
numbers] are found now from the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) and
they forms the set EEWE ={34,38,44,50}and these elements are not found
from theorem3.1 for n=5. [There may exist some even weighted edges in the
graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) which are also existed in the theorem
3.1. except the elements of the set EEWE.]

Again if we consider the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n=6 consec-
utive prime vertices [theorem3.1] and construct the graph BKSTPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP), for n=7 consecutive primes vertices then from the graph of figure-
7 we have 26 even weighted edges five of them are repeated even weights and
one three times occurrence even weight 60 and they are 30,32,34, 36,36, 38,40,
42,42, 44, 46,46, 48,48, 50,52, 54,54, 56,58, 60,60,60, 62,,66 and 68.

Figure 7

Here we find that the even weighted edges 34, 38, 56 and 58 are found from
the graph [figure-7] and they again form the set EEWE ={34,38,56,58}and
these elements are not found in theorem3.1 for n=6.

Similarly, if we consider the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) n=7 consec-
utive primes vertices and construct the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP)
for n=8 consecutive prime vertices, then we have the graph of figure-8 with 34
even weighted edges with six repeated even weights and two three time occur-
rence even weighted edges 54 and 60 and they are 30,32,34, 36,36, 38,40, 42,42,
44, 46,46, 48,48, 50,50, 52, 54,54,54, 56, 58,58, 60,60,60, 62,64,66,68,70,72,74
and 78.

Here again the even weighted edges 34,38,58,62,64 [figure-8] form the set
EEWE which are not found in theorem3.1 for n=7

Thus, continuing the process of construction of the graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP) for n=8,9,10. . . consecutive prime vertices for the complete graph
G(V,E) and accordingly if we construct the graphBKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP

) for the prime vertices P1<P2<P3<P4<P5. . .<Pn, for n=9,10,11,. . . consecutive
prime vertices we have the general pattern of the graph BKSTPVEEWG
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Figure 8

(VatP,EsoP) which is shown in figure -9, from where all the exceptional even
weighted edges can be found from the set EEWE which are not found in the
theorem3.1

Figure 9

Thus, it is clear that the exceptional even weighted edges which are not
obtained in the theorem3.1 can be found from the set EEWE which are found
actually from graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP). The graph of figures 6,
7,8 and 9 clears the idea of existence of even weighted edges of the graph
BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) which can be shown from the graph of figure
10,where the values of x-axis represents the consecutive prime vertices and the
values y-axis represents the even weighted edges that is even numbers.

Hence it is clear from the graphs of Figure-10, that the even weighted edges
of the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) can be found for different values of
n≥6 consecutive prime vertices from where the different types of the set EEWE
can be found easily for n ≥6 consecutive primes. The graph of figure-10 gives
19,26,34,43,53,64,76 and 88 even weighted edges=even numbers for the eight
consecutive primes numbers separately. Hence the proof.

Remark 3. In the procedure of the above proof of the theorem 3.2, one
may consider the values of primes n ≥5 as a pair that is one may consider
the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) for the values n=5,6 consecutive prime
vertices together for two separate graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) and then
can find the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n= 6,7 consecutive prime
vertices together for two separate graphs etc, which will gives two figures for
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Figure 10

each pair for both the graphs etc and then it will take many figures for each
pair of numbers ≥ 8.

Theorem 3.3. All consecutive even weighted edges = consecutive even
numbers ≥30 can be obtained from union of the even weighted edges of the
graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) and the elements of the set EEWE.

Proof. It is found from theorem 3.1 that there are n(n-1)/2 number of even
weighted edges for n ≥5 consecutive prime vertices P1 <P2 <P3 <P4 . . .<Pn

which are not consecutive even weighted edges. Again from the theorem 3.2, we
have the set EEWE with exceptional even weighted edges which are not found
from the theorem 3.1. Now if we take the union of all even weighted edges
n(n-1)/2 obtained from theorem 3.1 and the exceptional even weighted edges
obtained from theorem 3.2 that is the union of the set EEWE then it gives all
consecutive even weighted edges =even numbers. For example, if we take the
union the even weighted edges 30, 32, 36, 36, 40, 42, 42, 46, 48, 52 obtained from
the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP ) [ figure-4] for n=5, for five consecutive
prime vertices 13,17,19,23 and 29 and with the set EEWE={34,38,44,50}which
is obtained from the graphBKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n =6, consecutive
prime vertices, we have a set of 12 consecutive even numbers =even weighted
edges which is {30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52}.

Similarly if we take the union of the even weighted edges 30,32,36,42,44,48,
46,40,36,50,48,42,54,52 and 60 which are obtained from the graph CPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP) for n=6 consecutive prime vertices with the set EEWE={34,38,56,
58}which is obtained from the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n=7
consecutive prime vertices, we have a set of 16 consecutive even numbers which
is
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{30,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,48,50,52,54,56,58,60}.
Again if we take the union of the even weighted edges 30,32,36,42,44,50,36,40,

46,48,54,42,48,50,56,52,54,60,60,66,68 which are obtained from the graph
CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for the n=7 consecutive prime vertices with the set
EEWE={34,38,58,62,64}which is obtained from the graph BKSTPVEEWG
(VatP,EsoP) for n=8 consecutive prime vertices, we have a set of 20 consecutive
even numbers which is {30,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,60,64,66,
68}.

Continuing the process of taking the union of the even weighted edges of
the graph CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n=8,9,10,11. . . . Consecutive prime
vertices with the sets EEWE, which are obtained from the graph BKST-
PVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) for n=9,10,11,12. . . . Consecutive prime vertices, we
have different type of sets of 25 consecutive even numbers, 28 consecutive even
numbers, 31 consecutive even numbers, 36 consecutive even numbers. Finally
we see that the union of the above different even weighted edges obtained from
theorem3.1 and the different type of sets EEWE of even weighted edges ob-
tained from the theorem 3.2 gives consecutive even weighted edges which are
actually consecutive even numbers ≥30.This completes the proof.

4. Proof of Gold Bach Conjecture

Statement. Every even number n >2 can be expressed as a sum of two

primes.

Proof. Proof is very simple, which follows from the theorem 3.3. From
the theorem 3.3 we have the consecutive even weights w1, w2, w3, w4, w5...w∞

which are obtained as a sum of prime vertices V1, V2, V3,. . . for the primes
P1, P2, P3. . . from the graphs CPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) and from the graph
BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP) from where the set of edges EEWE is obtained
and their union gives the infinite number of even numbers. This immediately
follows that the Goldbach conjecture is true for the even numbers from 2 to
(10)∞, as the consecutive even weighted edges are the consecutive even numbers
≥30 which are actually obtained as a sum of two prime weights=prime numbers.
[experimentally, the Gold Bach conjecture has been shown for the even numbers
2 to (10)18 [5]. Hence every even number n >2 can be expressed as a sum of
two primes, where the sum of two prime give the weighted edge of the graph.

This completes the proof of the conjecture.

Remark 3. The Goldbach conjecture is true for all even numbers which are
obtained from the weighted edges of the two graphsCPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP)
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and the graph BKSTPVEEWG (VatP,EsoP). Hence it is not big problems in
number theory, which can be proved easily from graph theory

5. Conclusion

We have supplied the proof of long standing Gold Bach conjecture with the
some graph theoretic concept considering the weighted edges as an even number
which are obtained as a sum of two prime weights=prime numbers.
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